Within the constraint arising from hadron masses, we stress the validity of the SU(6) additive quark model with outward quark masses for baryon magnetic moments and the necessity of small corrections on the basis of the SU(3) symmetry breaking. The results are in good agreement with measurements.
Experimentally the magnetic moment of an electron is, to a high degree of accuracy, independent of wh~ther it is free or the composite states in which it is bound. Is this the case with those of quarks bound into baryons? For this point, Sogami and Oh'yamaguchi 1 ) have proposed a new idea: On the evaluation of the magnetic moments of baryons, the effective mass of the quark observed by the soft photon from the outside of baryons (they call it the outward effective mass) should be distinguished from that of the quark inside of baryons (the inward effective mass, or simply effective mass).
The relations of both masses are assumed to be
where qB denotes the outward effective mass of the constituent quark q in the baryon B (which has the mass B), and q the inward effective mass which is common to all of the baryons. The mass mB is the sum of the inward effective masses of quarks in the baryon B. The particle name stands for both the name and the mass henceforth. The above authors interpret the second term of Eq. (1) as the confining energy of the quark q. That is, the quark q in the baryon B behaves as a free particle with the dressed mass qB, when observed by the soft photon. The SU (6) additive quark model determines the magnetic moments of baryons as follows:
where flq is the if.1trinsic moment of the quark q. Its expectation value on the baryon B is assumed to be given by
Recent high-precision measurements 2 ) of the magnetic moments of hyperons have a little gap to the SU(6) model with (or without) the outward masses. Generally speaking, the symmetry SU (6) is not a good approximation, even ifthe mass breaking is set apart, because the SU (3) included in SU (6) is not so good. In this paper, we consider that the good predictions of SU (6) such as the ratio of the magnetic moment of a neutron to a proton = -1/2, ... are rather accidental, and that the discrepancy between the theory and the experiment is explained by the symmetry breaking. (If we follow Ref. 1), the predictions from Eq. (2) with Eqs. (1) and (3) and the new data 2 ) lead to x 2 =228. Moreover, we find x 2 =392 on the basis of the ordinary 'naive quark model.)
When we discuss the magnetic moments of baryons in the SU(6) additive quark model, some conclusive facts should not be forgotten concerning the masses of the (inward) c.onstituent quarks. The first is the ratio of the quark mass u to s, that is, u 2(2:*-2:) s 22:*+2:-3A'
coming from the hadron spectroscopy.
3) The second is that the ratio of the mass u/d is less than 1 from the analyses of the electromagnetic mass splittings of baryons and mesons. 4 ) These constraint makes the problems on the magnetic moments of baryons more difficult, when discussed in the naive quark model. 5 ) In this paper, we apply the constraint, u=0.622 S3) and d -u=3.82 MeV 6 ) for the 'inward' quark masses, which are consistent with the above restrictions.
Next we estimate the contributions of the SU(3)-breaking effects (Ll/-lB) to baryon magnetic moments, on the bases of the SU(6) additive quark model with the outward quark masses and the above constraint. As the baryons correspond to pure SU(3)-octet states, the breaking term consists,of a complete set of SU(3) tensors. They have Y = 13 = 0 (or U3 = Q = 0) and well-defined I -spin properties, except for the symmetry breaking of the mass terms. In the decomposition ~x~=1+8F+8D+10 +10*+27, each irreducible representation includes the /=0,1 and 2'hlUltiplets. As the terms. are independent of the masses of the relevant baryons, we may put in nuclear Il1agneton units,
P .
Ll/-lB= 2;. B{C.G}~,IAa,I . a,I
The suffices a and I correspond to SU(3) (1, 8F, ···,27) and I-spin (I =0,1 and 2), ---respectively. {C.G}~,I is the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and Aa,I, the reduced matrix elements of the operator Ll/-l( = (8 II Ll/-lf,I3 = y=oI18». On account of the time"reversal invariance, we have, in general, nine parameters (Aa,I) in the above expansion.
)
However, we assume here the dominance of lower dimensions of the SU (3) (4) and (5) Thus we get them from Eqs. (2), (4) and (5), with the help of Eqs. It is clear that these numerical values are consistent with the discussions of hadron masses, the hyperfine splittings and the electromagnetic mass splittings; The . magnetic moment of a proton, for example, has 0.165 n.m. (6 %) as the contribution of the SU(3) symmetry breakin&". If we do not adopt the outward effective masses mentioned above, our discussion is less predictive. It supports the idea of the ·outward quark mass (different from the ordinary quark mass) and the necessity of the small contributions of the unitary symmetry breaking to the magnetic moments of baryons. The detailed discussions will be performed in the near future.
